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Loop
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Loop is an adaptable seating space to provide the public with
freedom to customise, socialise and enjoy the outdoors.
More than just a seating area, this interactive design will bring
people together while getting plenty of daylight and fresh air
- it’s a meeting point, a landmark and a new way of building a
positive environment for the city.

The seating hubs can move along tram-inspired rails depending on group sizes and
has sliding panels on rails above to provide shelter from the weather. To encourage
social interaction and the spread of positivity, the seating and shelter panels need
more than one person to move them, so it’s alway keeping your community in the
Loop.
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About the product
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During concept development, I
focused on human centred design. I
went from a linear, geomentric ficed
design to a round, customisable
product

Indoor generation
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This generation is currently unaware of how much
time they spend inside and the negative effects it
has on their mental and physical health.
Due to the increase of technology in this
century, people aren’t going outside as much or
appreciating the outdoors therefore resulting in
an antisocial environment. In the chosen space,
there isn’t a decent seating area for people to take
a break or meet with friends.
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Tram-inspired rail allow the user to move the hubs together or
apart - customisable
• Interactive - encourages social interaction between groups
and individuals and will start conversation between strangers
• Ease of access - motivate people to sit outside more
• Improves health and wellbeing by being outside in fresh air
• Channel between major bus terminals and interchanges
• Spread positivity and build a bigger community

